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WCB1 Pensions: Who Gets Them and How Much Are They? 
 

If the system works properly, an injured worker should receive a pension for any injury 
or disease that results in a permanent disability. There are two kinds of pensions, which 
are described below. 
 
Loss of function pension:   
 
This pension is awarded on a percentage basis. The WCB has an impairment chart 
(called the Permanent Disability Evaluation Schedule or PDES) that sets out certain fixed 
rates of disability. For example, if you lose all your toes on one foot, you will be awarded 
5%. Total blindness in one eye is 16% and, most commonly, loss of range of motion in 
various parts of the body will usually have a range of percentages that can be awarded. 
Occupational diseases and psychological disability have scales for awards too.  
 
A very common award is for chronic pain, and it is fixed at 2.5%, no matter how bad 
your pain. The amounts of these awards are very often the subject of WCB appeals. 
 
So when we say 10%, for example, it is 10% of what? 
 
If you earn $60,000 a year, the WCB uses that to calculate what your long-term wage 
rate is.  It’s a complicated formula so we’ll discuss that in another article. There are 
many exceptions but the basic rule of thumb is that they base your long-term wage rate 
on the amount you earned in the 12 months prior to your accident or occupational 
disease. If you earned $60,000 and that is the number they settle on, they will pay you 
wage loss benefits based on 90% of your net or take-home pay. (The Liberal government 
doesn’t want to reward people for getting sick or injured by paying them what they are 
actually losing so they deduct 10%!) This long-term wage rate is permanent and it is 
what your pension will be based on (again with some exceptions). 
 
So if your wage rate is set at $60,000, and you are given an award of 10%, that means 
your award will be $600 a month.  You will get this pension whether you return to work 
or not. It is meant to compensate you for your actual physical or psychological injury. 
 
Loss of Earnings Pension (LOE) 
 
This pension is meant to compensate you when the loss of function pension is not 
enough. For example, if you are the injured worker above, are getting $600 a month and 
have returned to your pre-injury job, then the WCB will not consider you for a LOE. 

                                                      
1 Its legal name is still Workers Compensation Board of BC. When the Liberals came to power they largely dismantled 

many of the safeguards and benefits for injured workers. As part of that attack on workers’ rights, they started to call 
it “WorkSafeBC” which, in our view, shifts the emphasis for safety to workers rather than where it should be, with 
employers. When they rename it “SafeWorkBC” we’ll go along.  
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However, if you can't return to your old job, or any job, but are now completely 
unemployable, the WCB should assess you to see if this means you are having a 
“significant loss.” Obviously if you have gone from $60,000 a year to $6,000 a year, you 
are having a significant loss. If the WCB accepts that you are now unemployable (and 
that’s a big IF), then you should get a loss of earnings pension that makes up for the 
difference. 
 
You would not get both the LOE and loss of function pensions cumulatively; the loss of 
function amount ($6000) would be deducted from the LOE. 
 
This area is a HUGE concern and one that gives rise to some of our most serious and 
complex appeals. Injured workers, who have lost good jobs and are now grappling with 
a serious disability that prevents them from working, need every penny they can get. 
Outrageously, the WCB says they won't even assess you for a loss of earnings pension 
unless your loss is “significant” and they, without any real authority to do so, have 
decided that if your loss is less than 25% it is not significant enough to merit 
consideration! Seriously, only the WCB could make this stuff up. So if you have lost 24% 
of your income (after your loss of function pension is counted in) the WCB thinks the 
situation is so minimal that you don’t deserve any further compensation. All of these 
decisions are appealable however, and always worth the fight. 
 
In deciding if you will be able to earn what you were making pre-injury, the WCB 
vocational rehabilitation consultant (VRC) will come up with a plan to try and help you 
“maximize” your earnings after your injury. This is a complicated process and will be 
discussed another day. It’s enough to say that if the VRC says that you can get a new job 
as a “construction estimator” (a favourite of theirs) and make the same amount of 
money that you did before you were injured, the WCB can “deem” you capable of 
making that amount of money “in the long term.” So even if you are never able to work 
again, if the WCB says you could go out and get a job at some “deemed” vocation, you 
will be considered capable of earning that money and you won't get a loss of earnings 
pension. This is all part of the large volume loss of earnings appeals we do. 
 
Commutation 
If you get a pension and you want to “commute” it into a lump sum payment, you may 
be able to do so. There are strict rules about how this can be done and who qualifies. If 
you want to pay off your mortgage, for example, and you also have a job so your 
pension is not your only source of income, the WCB may allow you to get a payout on all 
or part of the money they have set aside for your pension.  It’s never a slam-dunk, and 
you have to meet all their requirements, but it’s an option you may wish to consider if it 
will allow you to improve your financial position. 
 
While pensions used to be for life, they now end at age 65 unless you can convince 
either the WCB or one of the appellate tribunals that you would have retired later. And 
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your pension dies with you. It does NOT continue to support your spouse, so plan 
ahead. 
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